Vapor-Liquid-Solid Growth and Optoelectronics of Gallium Sulfide van der Waals Nanowires
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Abstract

Nanowires of layered van der Waals (vdW) crystals are of interest due to structural characteristics and emerging properties that have no equivalent in conventional 3D crystalline nanostructures. Here, vapor-liquid-solid growth, optoelectronics, and photonics of GaS vdW nanowires are studied. Electron microscopy and diffraction demonstrate the formation of high-quality layered nanostructures with different vdW layer orientation. GaS nanowires with vdW stacking perpendicular to the wire axis have ribbon-like morphologies with lengths up to 100 micrometers and uniform width. Wires with axial layer stacking show tapered morphologies and a corrugated surface due to twinning between successive few-layer GaS sheets. Layered GaS nanowires are excellent wide-bandgap optoelectronic materials with $E_g = 2.65$ eV determined by single-nanowire absorption measurements. Nanometer-scale spectroscopy on individual nanowires shows intense blue band-edge luminescence along with longer wavelength emissions due to transitions between gap states, and photonic properties such as interference of confined waveguide modes propagating within the nanowires. The combined results show promise for applications in electronics, optoelectronics and photonics, as well as photo- or electrocatalysis owing to a high density of reactive edge sites, and intercalation-type energy storage benefitting from facile access to the interlayer vdW gaps.
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One-dimensional (1D) nanowires of 2D layered crystals hold promise for opening up tunable structural, optoelectronic, electronic transport and device characteristics. Nanowires of 2D materials show structural characteristics and emerging properties that have no equivalent in nanowires of conventional 3D crystals. For example, a layered nanowire can crystallize with its van der Waals layers stacked parallel or perpendicular to the wire axis, leading to potentially very different properties in charge transport or optoelectronics due to the anisotropy imposed by in-plane covalent and interlayer van der Waals bonding. Even phenomena that are well established for 3D-crystalline nanowires can lead to distinct effects. In van der Waals nanowires with layers stacked along the wire axis, for instance, Eshelby twist due to an axial screw dislocation can give rise to a chiral structure with diameter-controlled interlayer twist, harboring size-tunable twist moiré patterns and associated modulations of the optoelectronic properties.\(^1\) Nanowires of layered van der Waals crystals have been demonstrated for several materials, including GeS,\(^1-3\) MoS\(_2\),\(^4\) GaSe,\(^5\) InSe, and GeSe. Here, we discuss the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth, optoelectronics, and photonics of GaS van der Waals nanowires.

Group III monochalcogenides – and GaS in particular – are layered semiconductors whose basic building blocks comprise a double layer of metal atoms (rather than the usual single metal layer, as in the transition metal dichalcogenides)\(^6\) sandwiched between layers of chalcogen atoms, \textit{i.e.}, a GaS monolayer contains four planes of gallium and sulfur atoms stacked along the \(c\)-axis in the sequence S–Ga–Ga–S. The bonding within each layer is predominantly covalent/ionic whereas adjacent layers, stacked along the \(c\)-axis, are held together by weak dispersion forces. GaS nanosheets have attracted attention due to their promise for diverse applications that could benefit from their chemical, electronic, and optoelectronic properties. Specific areas of interest include hydrogen evolution catalysis,\(^7\) optoelectronics and high-performance photodetectors,\(^8\)
heterostructure UV photodetectors\textsuperscript{9} and detectors operating in different gas environments,\textsuperscript{10} flexible and transparent transistors and gas sensors,\textsuperscript{11} as well as mechanical applications benefiting from a high Young modulus of GaS comparable to that of WS\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{12} Theoretical calculations indicate that the electronic properties of GaS layers are sensitive to strain and electric fields,\textsuperscript{13} with strain causing a transition from a trivial to a topological insulator.\textsuperscript{14} Strained states could be achieved through embedding in various heterostructures, \textit{e.g.}, ZrS\textsubscript{2}/GaS\textsuperscript{15} or arsenene/GaS.\textsuperscript{16} Of fundamental interest is the appearance of an electron-hole liquid condensate state\textsuperscript{17} at elevated temperature $T = 130$ K in bulk GaS.\textsuperscript{18} Similar to MoS\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{19,20} SnS\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{21} and WS\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{22} GaS sheets roll easily to form nanotubes.\textsuperscript{23,24} Other 1D nanostructures of GaS, such as nanohorns\textsuperscript{25} and nanobelts,\textsuperscript{26} have been demonstrated. While the nanobelts clearly show a ribbon-like stacking of GaS sheets with $c$-axis perpendicular to the axis of the 1D nanostructure, reported nanowires have so far not been sufficiently characterized for an unambiguous assignment of the crystal polymorph (\textit{e.g.}, layered GaS vs. 3D-crystalline Ga\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{3}). In general, prior measurements of the properties of GaS nanostructures were limited to ensemble measurements such as photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, and an understanding of the individual optoelectronic and photonic properties of these nanostructures has not been developed. Here we establish the bottom-up synthesis of layered GaS van der Waals nanowires by a vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) process using Au and Ag nanoparticles as catalysts. (Scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM) and electron diffraction are used to determine the structure and infer the growth mechanism of the nanowires. Advanced electron microscopy based spectroscopy methods with spatial resolution far below the diffraction limit, including optical absorption measurements by electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) in monochromated STEM and light emission excited at the nanometer-scale in cathodoluminescence spectroscopy
(STEM-CL), are applied to establish the optoelectronic properties of individual layered GaS nanowires. The results demonstrate the formation of high-quality layered 1D nanostructures with different van der Waals stacking orientation – parallel or perpendicular to the wire axis – by VLS growth with Ag catalysts, whereas only one type of nanowire is observed for growth with Au catalysts. Nanowires with different layer orientation crystallize in different morphologies, straight ribbon-like or tapered with truncated triangular cross-section, explained by different wetting behaviors of the VLS catalyst and accumulation of Ga in the catalyst during growth. Electron-stimulated spectroscopy on single nanowires shows promising optoelectronic properties such as intense blue band-edge emission along with transitions between gap states that are characteristic for GaS. Sub-diffraction luminescence maps identify confined photonic waveguide modes propagating within the nanowires. The results establish the controlled synthesis of high-quality GaS van der Waals nanowires with potential applications in electronics, optoelectronics and photonics, as well as energy conversion and storage.

**Results and Discussion**

**Vapor-Liquid-Solid Growth and Structure of GaS van der Waals Nanowires**

GaS nanowires were grown in a reactor with two independently controlled temperature zones by thermal evaporation of GaS powder using Ar:H₂ (98:2) as a carrier gas (see Methods for details). SiO₂/Si substrates were covered by thin films of Ag or Au, which thermally dewet at the growth temperature\(^\text{27}\) to generate polydisperse arrays of supported Ag or Au nanoparticles that served as the VLS growth catalysts. Typical GaS nanowires grown at a substrate temperature (\(T_s\)) of 550-600°C using Ag catalysts on SiO₂/Si are shown in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in **Figure 1** (a). The as-
Figure 1. GaS nanowires on the growth substrate (Ag film on SiO$_2$/Si). (a) SEM image of a characteristic group of GaS nanowires on SiO$_2$/Si substrate covered with an Ag film with 2 nm nominal thickness (growth temperature $T_s = 600^\circ$C). (b) Higher magnification SEM image of the area of the substrate away form the nanowires marked by a rectangle in (a). (c) Higher magnification SEM image of the GaS nanowires, showing two typical wire morphologies: thin ribbon-like wires with strongly protruding catalyst particles (type (i)), and thicker tapered nanowires with large catalyst particles at their tips (type (ii)).

grown nanowires usually form in isolated groups surrounded by areas in which the substrate is covered with planar triangular or truncated triangular flakes (Figure 1 (a), (b)). Analysis of SEM images shows typical areal densities of the 2D GaS flakes of $(34 \pm 6)$ flakes per $100 \, \mu m^2$, except in denuded zones near groups of nanowires where the density is lower (Fig. 1 (a)). Groups of nanowires, typically 30 - 50 $\mu m$ in diameter and containing several tens of nanowires, are separated by a few hundred $\mu m$ on average under our growth conditions. The nanowires grow up to several tens of micrometers long, whereas the planar flakes reach typical side lengths of $\sim 1 \, \mu m$. Zoomed-in SEM images show the formation of two types of nanowires with different morphologies and diameters (Figure 1 (c)): Relatively narrow, straight or meandering wires with widths of $\sim 100$-200 nm carrying catalyst particles at their tips whose diameter is far larger than the footprint of the wire (type (i), Figure 1 (c)); and tapered nanowires consisting of clearly resolved layer stacks along their axis and whose diameters increase significantly along their
lengths (type (ii), Figure 1 (c)). The latter carry large spherical cap shaped catalyst particles at their tips, whose basal diameter matches the diameter of the adjacent wire.

We used (S)TEM imaging and electron diffraction to investigate the structure and morphology of the two types of VLS nanowires grown on Ag catalysts, including an unambiguous identification of the crystal polymorph as layered gallium (II) sulfide (GaS). The analysis of type (i) and type (ii) wires is summarized in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. TEM imaging of dry-transferred wires on amorphous carbon supports illustrates the high aspect ratio and constant diameter over extended distances of type (i) nanowires (Figure 2 (a)), which can reach lengths approaching 100 μm. Selected-area electron diffraction (Figure 2 (b)) confirms that these wires consist of monocristalline layered β-GaS (hexagonal, space group $P6_3/mmc$, $a = 3.587$ Å, $c = 15.492$ Å).28 High-resolution TEM imaging (Figure 2 (c)) shows the characteristic atomic structure of the GaS.

**Figure 2.** Ribbon-like GaS nanowires with $c$-axis (vdW) perpendicular to the nanowire axis, grown using Ag catalysts. (a) TEM image of a GaS nanowire transferred to amorphous carbon film (growth temperature $T_s = 600^\circ$C). The GaS $c$-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the image, as indicated. (b) Diffraction pattern of the GaS nanowire. Zone axis (ZA): [0001]. (c) High-resolution TEM image of the GaS nanowire. Inset: Multislice image simulation. (d) Schematic representation of the layered structure of the ribbon-like GaS nanowire.
basal plane. The basal-plane imaging (zone axis, ZA: [0001]) implies that the c-axis (i.e., the van der Waals stacking direction) of type (i) nanowires is perpendicular to the wire axis (Figure 2 (d)), similar – albeit much smaller in width and thickness – to GaS and GaSe ribbons reported earlier.\textsuperscript{5,26} We refer to these type (i) nanostructures as ribbon-like GaS nanowires, which can be ultrathin, often as thin as a few monolayers as shown by additional TEM analysis (Figure S1). High-resolution TEM analysis (Fig. 2 (a), (c)) shows that the symmetry axis of these ribbon-like nanowires is oriented along the [010] crystallographic direction (or $[\bar{1} \bar{2} \bar{1} 0]$ in four-index notation).

Figure 3. Tapered type (ii) GaS nanowires with c-axis (vdW) parallel to the nanowire axis, grown using Ag catalysts. (a) SEM image of GaS nanowires showing a tapered shape with increasing diameter toward the catalyst particles at the tips. (b) Schematic representation of the layered GaS nanowire. (c)-(d) TEM and HAADF-STEM images of a GaS nanowire transferred to amorphous carbon film (growth temperature $T_s = 600^\circ$C). (e) Electron diffraction pattern of the GaS nanowire shown in (c), (d). Zone axis (ZA): [210]. (f) Higher magnification TEM image of the section of the GaS nanowire marked by a rectangle in (c). (g) High-resolution TEM image of the area marked in (f). (h) Thickness distribution of the protruding GaS layers at the sides of type (ii) nanowires, obtained from an analysis of high-resolution TEM lattice images. Red line: Gaussian fit to the data with a mean thickness of 8.2 layers.
Similar to these results with Ag catalysts, Au-catalyzed VLS growth can also produce ribbonlike GaS nanowires. GaS deposition on Au covered SiO$_2$/Si substrates across a wide range of substrate temperatures (450°C ≤ $T_s$ ≤ 650°C) invariably results in the predominant formation of GaS flakes (Figure S2) and a smaller amount of ribbon-like GaS nanowires (Figure S3). The ribbon-like nanowires again grow with the GaS c-axis (i.e., van der Waals stacking) perpendicular to the wire axis. However, they are usually not straight but have a characteristic meandering zigzag morphology$^{26}$ with non-uniform width that decreases towards the tip. The tip itself is identified by a small Au particle (dark in TEM, Figure S3 (a); bright in STEM, Figure S3 (b)). Importantly, for GaS growth on Au only the ribbon-like type (i) nanowires were observed under all growth conditions. Other wire morphologies, such as the type (ii) wires grown with Ag catalysts, were not found.

Type (ii) nanowires grown with Ag VLS catalysts have a very different morphology from the straight, ribbon-like type (i) GaS wires (Figure 3). SEM images (Figure 3 (a)) generally show large particles at their tips, a tapered shape with increasing diameter from root to tip, and surfaces that are not smooth but typically consist of clearly discernible stacks of sheets (Figure 3 (b)). (S)TEM imaging illustrates the uniformly increasing diameter (Figure 3 (c), (d)) and pronounced surface corrugation. High-resolution TEM (Figure 3 (e)) shows lattice fringes with a separation of 0.775 nm along the wires, consistent with the spacing of (0002) basal planes in layered bulk GaS.$^{28}$ Selected-area electron diffraction (Figure 3 (c)) confirms that the nanowires are single-crystalline with symmetry axis aligned along the [0001] direction, i.e., consist of stacks of GaS sheets arranged with their c-axis along the wire axis (Figure 3 (b)). A similar stacking has been observed previously for layered Ge(II) sulfide nanowires.$^{1,2}$ However, in contrast to nanowires of (orthorhombic) GeS, the sidewalls of type (ii) nanowires of (hexagonal)
GaS are not smooth. SEM and TEM images show stacks of few (average ~8, Figure 3 (h)) GaS sheets with about the same lateral size protruding substantially (up to ~50 nm) beyond the mean projected nanowire diameter (Figure 3 (f), (g)). Linear arrays of nanobeam electron diffraction patterns obtained along and across the nanowires (Figure S4, Figure S5) confirm high-quality monocry stalline GaS throughout. We note, however, that stacks of aligned or twinned sheets would give the same diffraction patterns, *i.e.*, would be indistinguishable in the diffraction analysis.

**Figure 4. Twinning as the origin of the apparent surface roughness of type (ii) GaS van der Waals nanowires.** (a) SEM image of a type (ii) GaS nanowire, showing the characteristic tapered shape and rough surface due to protruding stacks of GaS layers. (b) TEM image of a tapered type (ii) nanowire, oriented to show the relationship between flakes protruding on both sides of the wire. (c) Higher magnification view of a portion of the wire shown in (b). Arrows indicate flakes that protrude beyond the average thickness on the left (green) and right (yellow) edge of the wire. (d) Tilted TEM image showing the shape of the individual stacks of equally sized GaS flakes as triangles or truncated triangles. (e) Schematic illustrating the origin of the protruding layers seen in different projections in (b)-(c) and (d) as twinned (truncated) triangular few-layer stacks (top-, side-, and perspective views). A strong tendency toward forming such twinned stacks is also seen in SEM images of planar GaS flakes (*e.g.*, Fig. 1 (b)).
To understand the morphology of tapered type (ii) nanowires, in particular the observation that they consist of stacks of sheets with different apparent lateral sizes, we consider additional SEM as well as tilted TEM images shown in Figure 4. SEM (Figure 4 (a)) illustrates the general morphology of the protruding GaS sheets. Tilted TEM images, in which the wires are carefully rotated about their $c$-axis, show that in specific projections the protruding sheets alternate between opposite sides of the nanowires (Figure 4 (b), (c)). When combined with images with tilted $c$-axis (Figure 4 (d)), the following picture emerges. The tapered type (ii) nanowires generally consist of stacks of truncated triangular GaS flakes. Twins are introduced after ~8 GaS layers on average (Figure 3 (h)), so that the following truncated triangular stack is a mirror image of its predecessor (Figure 4 (e)). The side view of Figure 4 (e) illustrates that in certain projections, adjacent twins are seen as flakes protruding on alternating sides of the wire, as observed in Figure 4 (b), (c). Frequent twinning in the type (ii) nanowires is also supported by observations on the planar GaS nuclei covering our samples (Figure 1 (b)). Few-layer GaS flakes that make up the planar nuclei usually adopt triangular or truncated triangular shapes (typical growth shapes of few-layer GaS$^{11,29}$ with frequent switching between two mirrored configurations (see Fig. S10). In contrast to other 2D materials such as GeS$^{1,30}$ and SnS,$^{31}$ which tend to form growth spirals centered around screw dislocations that enable growth without the need for nucleation, we find that layered GaS nanowires generally grow without dislocations. Adding a GaS sheet therefore requires nucleation on the preceding layer. While preserving the truncated triangular shape, the added nuclei show facile switching between twinned configurations to produce the characteristic pinecone-like surface roughness of the type (ii) GaS nanowires.
Despite their different morphologies, both type (i) and type (ii) nanowires grown with Ag catalysts carry large round particles at their tips (Figure 1 (a), (c)), which suggests that the nanowire growth generally proceeds via a VLS process, similar to other van der Waals nanowires.\textsuperscript{1,2} In VLS growth, adsorption from the vapor phase increases the concentration of a solute in a liquid alloy catalyst, and the resulting supersaturation drives the incorporation of material (here GaS) at the liquid-solid interface to the nanowire. The catalyst drop in GaS nanowire growth likely involves a pseudo-binary alloy phase, analogous to the growth of other compound semiconductor nanowires (GeS, GaAs, InP, \textit{etc.}).\textsuperscript{32,33} Differences in the geometry of ribbon-like type (i) GaS nanowires and tapered type (ii) wires can be understood by considering the wetting of the quasi-binary (Ag-Ga) VLS drop, the vapor phase species incorporated into the catalyst, and the liquidus in the Ag-Ga phase diagram. The different orientation and facets in contact with the drop – exposed GaS edges for type (i) and basal planes for type (ii) nanowires – cause different contact angles between the drop and the nanowire tip, as seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3 (For a direct comparison, see Fig. S11). For the ribbon-like type (i) wires, the contact angle is very large, which results in the formation of thin wires largely independent of the volume of the catalyst. In contrast, for type (ii) nanowires the drop appears to wet the GaS basal plane with a reduced contact angle. Hence, the wire diameter will change with the drop volume. The tapered shape indicates a progressively increasing catalyst drop volume during growth. Indeed, a geometric analysis (Figure S6, Supporting Note 1) shows a 24-fold expansion of the volume of the drop, suggesting that part of the solute is retained in the catalyst.

In the evaporation of GaS, the precursor used here, the vapor consists predominantly of Ga\textsubscript{2}S and S.\textsuperscript{34} The expansion of the drop volume suggests that the two species are not equally incorporated into the catalyst, but Ga\textsubscript{2}S is preferentially absorbed. The net growth of a GaS nanowire then
implies a reaction $\text{Ga}_2\text{S} \rightarrow \text{GaS} + \text{Ga}$ in the catalyst, where GaS adds to the growing nanowire and Ga accumulates in the catalyst drop. This scenario is consistent with the volume increase of the drop, and it explains the tapered nanowire shape. Since the Ag-Ga melting temperature decreases with increasing Ga content (Figure S6 (a)), the catalyst remains molten as its composition changes from initially $\sim$30 at. % Ga to $\sim$90 at. % Ga at the end of the growth. A comparison with Au catalyzed GaS nanowires (Figure S3), finally, shows key differences between Ag and Au catalysts. The smaller size of the Au-rich VLS catalysts suggests that the volume increase observed for Ag does not occur in the case of Au, i.e., here the catalyst absorbs the vapor species Ga$_2$S and S at similar rates so that GaS nanowire growth leaves no excess Ga in the drop. Ag-based VLS catalysts are therefore especially suited for the growth of tapered GaS nanowires with progressively increasing diameter.

Raman spectroscopy of the GaS nanowires is summarized in Figure 5. Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5 (c) show optical images of larger (micrometer-scale) type (i) and type (ii) GaS nanowires, respectively, chosen to facilitate the diffraction-limited imaging and confocal Raman analysis. Corresponding micro-Raman maps of the $A_{1g}$ mode intensity, shown in Figure 5 (b) and Figure 5 (d), confirm that the entire nanowires consist of layered GaS, in agreement with the TEM and diffraction results. The Raman spectrum in Figure 5 (e) shows the principal Raman active modes of GaS, identified as $E_{1g}$ and $E_{2g}$ modes arising from in-plane and $A_{1g}$ modes corresponding to out-of-plane vibrations. Figure 5 (f) is an optical image of a type (ii) nanowire, on which polarization-dependent Raman spectra were obtained. In these measurements (summarized in the polar plots of Figure 5 (g)) the angle $\phi$ between the polarization axis of the linearly polarized incident laser light and the nanowire axis was varied and Raman spectra recorded for each orientation. Both the $E_{1g}$ mode and the $A_{1g}$ mode show the two-fold symmetry expected in this
Figure 5. Micro-Raman spectroscopy of individual GaS nanowires. (a) Optical microscopy image of a ribbon-like type (i) GaS nanowire. (b) Raman map of the $A_{1g}^1$ peak intensity (170-195 cm$^{-1}$) of the GaS nanowire shown in (a). (c) Optical microscopy image of a tapered type (ii) GaS nanowire. Dashed lines mark the position of a crossing wire outside the focal plane. (d) Raman map of the $A_{1g}^1$ peak intensity (170-195 cm$^{-1}$) of the GaS nanowire shown in (c). Dotted lines in (a)-(c) mark the VLS catalysts at the tips of the nanowires. False color scale on the right applies to the Raman maps in (b) and (d). (e) Raman spectrum of the GaS nanowire, obtained in the area marked in (d). (f) Optical image of two type (ii) GaS nanowires. The wire on the right was used to measure polarization-dependent Raman spectra. $e_i$ denotes the polarization axis of the linearly polarized incident laser light. (g) Polar plots of the $E_{1g}^1$ and $A_{1g}^1$ intensities as a function of the angle $\phi$ between the polarization axis and the $c$-axis of the GaS nanowire. Blue symbols: Experimental data. Red lines: Fits to the measured Raman intensities with angle dependences for the two modes as derived in Supporting Note 2. Insets on the right show the atomic displacements of the $E_{1g}^1$ and $A_{1g}^1$ normal modes (Filled symbols: Ga; open symbols: S).

scattering geometry (see Supporting Note 2, Fig. S9), consistent with a single crystalline structure of type (ii) nanowires with van der Waals layering (GaS $c$-axis) along the nanowire axis.
Optoelectronics of Individual GaS van der Waals Nanowires

To investigate the optoelectronic properties of the monocrystalline GaS van der Waals nanowires, we probed their optical absorption using valence electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) with energy resolution of ~65 meV in monchromated STEM, and light emission by cathodoluminescence spectroscopy in STEM (STEM-CL). Both types of measurements were carried out with electron probe sizes below 1 nm, enabling absorption measurements, the mapping of light emission, and acquisition of luminescence spectra and hyperspectral scans for individual nanowires.

Figure 6. Optoelectronics of individual ribbon-like type (i) GaS nanowires with c-axis perpendicular to the nanowire axis. (a) HAADF-STEM image of a section of an as-grown ribbon-like GaS nanowire. (b) Monochromated STEM-EELS spectrum obtained at the position indicated in (a). $E_G$: Fundamental band gap; BP: Bulk plasmon. Inset: Gaussian fit to the zero-loss peak (ZLP), showing a full-width at half maximum of 65 meV. (c) Magnified view of the band gap region of the spectrum, showing a sharp onset at the fundamental band gap (2.65 eV) along with features in the gap region (*) whose energy coincides with luminescence peaks (panel (f)). (d) HAADF-STEM image of a ribbon-like GaS nanowire. (e) Panchromatic CL map of the nanowire shown in (d). (f) CL spectrum obtained at the position indicated in (d). Shaded regions represent a series of Gaussian fits to the spectrum, with central photon energies as indicated (in eV).
Typical results for ribbon-like type (i) nanowires are summarized in Figure 6. Single nanowire absorption measurements by EELS (Figure 6 (a)-(c)) show a characteristic energy loss onset – associated with interband transitions across the fundamental bandgap – at $E_g = 2.65$ eV, close to the previously reported bandgap of GaS.\textsuperscript{37,38} Features between 3-10 eV are likely associated with special points in the GaS dielectric function seen previously,\textsuperscript{39,40} while the peak at $\sim$17 eV has been explained by an excitation of the GaS bulk plasmon.\textsuperscript{8,41} At low energy (in the gap region), the spectra show structure with intensity above the noise level whose energy coincides with emission features observed in CL (see below), \textit{i.e.}, which may be associated with losses due to transitions between gap states. STEM-CL (Figure 6 (d)-(f)) shows the brightest luminescence from the edges of the ribbon-like GaS nanowires. CL spectra show a strong interband emission (photon energy $h\nu \sim 2.6$ eV) and additional luminescence from transitions in the gap whose energies ($h\nu \sim 2.1$ eV, 1.75 eV, and 1.6 eV) are consistent with donor-acceptor recombination between defect (S and Ga vacancy) levels within the bandgap of bulk GaS,\textsuperscript{42-44} as well as recombination from the conduction band edge to hole centers near the valence band edge.\textsuperscript{45}

While the optoelectronics of ribbon-like type (i) nanowires are similar to those of GaS flakes,\textsuperscript{11} the tapered type (ii) GaS nanowires show interesting additional photonic properties due to their particular morphology, \textit{i.e.}, the van der Waals stacking of few-layer flakes with $c$-axis parallel to the wire axis. Figure 7 summarizes STEM-CL results for a single tapered GaS wire with thickness ranging from 170 nm (root) to 360 nm (tip). STEM reflects the characteristic surface morphology with protruding flakes, as discussed above (Figure 7 (a)). Panchromatic STEM-CL maps again show intense visible-light emission from the near-surface region, similar to type (i) wires, but also a modulated emission intensity within the nanowire whose pattern is dependent on the wire thickness (Figure 7 (b)). Sets of CL spectra were collected in two hyperspectral linescans, along and across the nanowire as indicated in Figure 7 (a). The linescan along the
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Figure 7. STEM-CL on individual type (ii) GaS nanowires ($T = 103$ K). (a) STEM image of a section of an as-grown GaS nanowire. (b) Panchromatic CL map of the GaS nanowire shown in (a). (c) Hyperspectral linescan across the nanowire, following line “c” marked in (a). Arrow: Linescan direction, as shown in (a). Vertical scale bar: 500 nm real-space distance. (d) Hyperspectral line scan along the nanowire, following line “d” marked in (a). Arrow: Linescan direction, as shown in (a). Vertical scale bar: 100 nm real-space distance. (e) Local luminescence spectrum from one of the protruding GaS flakes near the tip of the nanowire (inset, scale bar: 100 nm), marked by rectangle “e” in (a). Shaded areas represent Gaussian fits to the experimental spectrum. (f) Monochromatic CL maps (bandwidth 50 nm) of the GaS nanowire shown in (a) for (free-space) center wavelengths $\lambda_0 = 450$ nm, 550 nm, and 650 nm. “M”: Measured intensity maps. “Sim”: Simulated intensity distribution as discussed in the text and in Supporting Note 2. False color scales in panels (b), (c), (d), and (f) represent measured intensities (total counts).

The central nanowire axis (Figure 7 (c)) shows emission maxima for $\lambda \sim 480$ nm and $\lambda \sim 580$ nm (i.e., photon energy $h\nu \sim 2.58$ eV and 2.14 eV). Significant emission extends in a tail to longer wavelengths. Comparing with reported absorption measurements that give an indirect bandgap of GaS of 2.53 eV ($T = 300$ K)\textsuperscript{37,38} and 2.5-2.6 eV ($T = 77$ K)\textsuperscript{46} as well as our EELS results showing $E_g = 2.65$ eV for (few nm) thin single type (i) nanowires (Figure 6), we can assign the strong CL emission at $\sim 2.58$ eV to band-edge luminescence. The linescan of Figure 7 (c) shows other notable features. Firstly, the luminescence intensity increases with increasing thickness along the wire, consistent with the well-known thickness dependent rate of electronic excitation
by the electron beam in CL.\textsuperscript{47} And secondly, the spectral features – both the short-wavelength emission onset and especially the long-wavelength tail (see contour lines in Fig. 7 (c)) – show a clear red shift with increasing thickness of the tapered nanowire, indicating that lateral carrier confinement within the finite-size van der Waals sheets (in contrast to the vertical confinement seen previously in few-layer GeS)\textsuperscript{8,10} begins to play a role below a thickness of \(~300\) nm. Hyperspectral linescans across the nanowires show similar spectral features near the center, but a redistribution of the emitted intensity near the surface (Figure 7 (d)). The near-surface luminescence is examined further in the CL spectrum of Figure 7 (e). The peak with highest emission intensity (\(\lambda = 480.0 \pm 18.6\) nm; \(h\nu \sim 2.58\) eV) originates from the interband transition across the indirect gap of GaS. A higher energy peak (\(\lambda = 429.0 \pm 30\) nm; 2.89 eV) is likely due to recombination across the direct bandgap, whereas peaks at longer wavelengths (\(\lambda = 583.6 \pm 38.3\) nm; 2.12 eV, \(\lambda = 681.5 \pm 48.4\) nm; 1.82 eV) are due to defect states in the gap.

Photoluminescence (PL) measurements of bulk and few layer GaS flakes frequently show broad asymmetric emission bands covering the visible range.\textsuperscript{11,48,49} Room-temperature PL of ensembles of GaS nanostructures such as nanohorns,\textsuperscript{25} and nanobelts\textsuperscript{26} shows a broad peak centered at 580 nm and extending between 400-800 nm. PL of GaS nanotubes shows two strong emission bands centered at 585 nm (2.12 eV) and 615 nm (2.02 eV).\textsuperscript{23} The ubiquitous long wavelength (sub-bandgap) PL emission is mainly attributed to the presence of structural defects such as S vacancies (creating a donor level) and Ga vacancies (acceptor), which leads to emission due to radiative recombination of donor-acceptor pairs.\textsuperscript{43,44} The emission at 583.6 nm (2.12 eV) as well as the observed intensity towards longer wavelengths must have a similar defect origin. The emission near 700 nm is strongly enhanced near the surface (Figure 7 (d)), indicating a higher abundance of gap states in the near-surface region.
Finally, both the panchromatic CL map (Figure 7 (b)) and the transverse spectrum linescan (Figure 7 (d)) show a pronounced thickness dependent modulation of the luminescence intensity across the tapered GaS nanowires. To uncover its origin, we acquired monochromatic CL intensity maps at several wavelengths. Figure 7 (f) shows three examples, with (vacuum) center wavelengths $\lambda_0 = 450$ nm, 550 nm, and 650 nm (pass band: ± 25 nm). The characteristic intensity patterns can be reproduced by considering interference of traveling waveguide photonic modes in the GaS nanowires. In STEM-CL, photon emission excited by the localized electron beam launches photonic modes, whose specular reflection by surface facets coherently superimposes them with the primary photons to produce an interference pattern.\textsuperscript{50} In tapered type (ii) GaS nanowires, most points (except near the ends) are too far from reflective facets to produce longitudinal waveguide mode interference, but reflection from the side facets can give rise to transverse interference patterns (Figure S7). Further analysis (see Supporting Note 2) shows the photonic waveguide modes to be insensitive to the twinning-induced surface corrugation; instead, the confined modes appear to be efficiently reflected by the hexagonal nanowire core. This is confirmed by comparing the measured CL maps with simulated interference fringe patterns using the actual geometry of the nanowire shown in Figure 7, the reported dispersion of the GaS refractive index $n$ (which defines the wavelength $\lambda_{wg} = \lambda_0 n^{-1}$ of the waveguide mode),\textsuperscript{50,51} and specular reflection by a hexagonal envelope of side facets; the simulated waveguide mode interference patterns closely match the measured monochromatic STEM-CL maps of individual nanowires for a particular orientation of the wire relative to the exciting electron beam (Figure S7 (c), (d)).

Conclusions
We have discussed nanowires from the layered van der Waals material GaS. Vapor-liquid-solid growth over Ag catalysts produces two types of single-crystalline nanowires: Ribbon-like (type (i)) wires with van der Waals stacking perpendicular to the nanowire axis, uniform width and typical length exceeding 10 μm; and (type (ii)) wires with layers stacked along their axis, tapered shape with increasing thickness from root to tip, and several μm length. The two morphologies result from different wetting properties of the Ag-rich catalyst on the open edges (type (i)) and basal plane (type (ii)) of GaS. In contrast, VLS growth with Au catalysts produces only ribbon-like nanowires. Both types of nanowires, readily grown as high-quality single-crystals, show properties interesting for optoelectronic applications, notably a bandgap of 2.65 eV and intense band-edge emission in the blue region of the visible spectrum. In addition, the wires emit at several energies within the bandgap due to defect states characteristic of GaS. In contrast to planar monolayer or few-layer flakes, the layered GaS nanowires – in particular the type (ii) morphology with layers stacked along the wire axis and subject to quasi-periodic twinning – expose a high density of open layer edges, i.e., a large number of dangling bonds. Whereas measurements on individual nanowires suggest that the abundant edges do not negatively affect optoelectronic and photonic properties, such as efficient light emission and interference of confined waveguide photonic modes, the open edges of the triangular sheets making up the wires promise additional functionality, such as enhanced chemical reactivity associated with the edges of layered crystals for photo- or electrocatalysis and facile access to the van der Waals interlayer space for intercalation-type energy storage applications.

**Methods**

**GaS Nanowire Growth.** GaS nanowires were synthesized using a GaS powder precursor (99.99%, ProChem, Inc.) in a quartz tube reactor consisting heated by a furnace with two
independently controlled temperature zones. The evaporation zone containing a quartz boat with the GaS powder was heated to 850°C. The zone containing the substrate was heated to growth temperatures $T_s$ of 450-650°C. 300 nm thick SiO$_2$/Si wafers covered with nominally 2-4 nm thick Ag or Au films deposited by magnetron sputtering at room temperature were used as substrates. The thin Au or Ag films dewet at the growth temperature to form polydisperse nanoparticle ensembles.$^{27,52}$ During growth a H$_2$ (2%)/Ar carrier gas flow was maintained at 60 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) and a pressure of 20 mTorr. The growth was typically performed for 20 minutes. Growth on Au films resulted in the formation of GaS films, flakes and ribbon-like nanowires, while the growth on Ag catalysts produced groups of the two types of GaS nanowires discussed in the text, surrounded by planar flakes. Upon completion of each growth, the system naturally cooled to room temperature.

**Electron Microscopy and Diffraction.** The morphology of the GaS flakes, ribbons and nanowires was investigated by SEM in a FEI Helios Nanolab 660 field-emission microscope at 5 keV primary beam energy, and by TEM, HAADF-STEM, and nanobeam electron diffraction in an FEI Talos F200X field-emission microscope operated at 200 kV. For the TEM investigations, the nanowires/flakes were dry-transferred onto amorphous C films supported by Cu grids.

**Raman Spectroscopy.** Characterization of the as-grown GaS nanowires on the SiO$_2$/Si substrates was carried out by micro-Raman spectroscopy, Raman mapping, and polarization-dependent Raman spectroscopy using a confocal Raman microscope (Horiba Xplora plus) with lateral resolution of $\sim$0.5 μm. The measurements used an excitation wavelength of 532 nm, 100x objective, laser power of 16.8 μW, and a 1800 lines/mm grating. Polarized Raman spectroscopy used a linear-polarized incident laser beam, whose polarization axis was systematically rotated
relative to the $c$-axis of the GaS nanowires. No analyzer was used for the scattered light, hence the measured signal corresponds closely to the parallel polarization geometry.

**Single Nanowire Optoelectronics.** The optoelectronic properties of individual GaS nanowires were investigated by both local absorption and luminescence spectroscopy. Absorption was measured by valence electron energy-loss spectroscopy in monochromated STEM in a Nion Hermes aberration-corrected electron microscope (at Oak Ridge National laboratory) operated at 60 kV. Light emission from individual GaS nanowires was probed by cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements performed in STEM mode (STEM-CL) using a Gatan Vulcan CL holder at room temperature and 100 K and 200 kV electron energy. The current of the exciting electron beam was typically 300-600 pA. Panchromatic CL maps (Figure 6 (e), Figure 7 (e)) were acquired with 512×512 pixels and integration time of 1.28 ms per pixel. Monochromatic CL maps (Figure 7 (f)) were obtained with a bandpass of ±25 nm around the chosen center wavelength, 512×512 pixels and integration time of 1.28 ms per pixel. Hyperspectral line scans were acquired by rastering the electron beam in small steps across individual nanowires and acquiring full CL spectra at each beam position (integration time: 10 seconds per spectrum). Local STEM-CL spectra were acquired by positioning the focused electron beam excitation at chosen locations and integrating the spectrometer output detected by a Si CCD array detector for 10-20 seconds.
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Supporting Figures

Figure S1. Ultrathin ribbon-like type (i) GaS nanowires. (a) TEM image of a type (i) GaS nanowire with folded edge, as indicated (arrow). (b) High-resolution TEM image near the edge, showing the GaS layering along the folded region. (c) Intensity line profile along the arrow marked in (b) showing 8 intensity maxima, i.e., a thickness of 8 GaS monolayers. (d) High-resolution TEM image obtained within the nanowire, showing the hexagonal structure of basal-plane oriented GaS (zone axis, ZA: [0001]).
Figure S2. GaS flakes grown on Au catalyst on SiO$_2$. (a) SEM image of a section of an as-grown GaS on SiO$_2$/Si covered with a thin Au film. (b) Typical GaS flakes dry transferred to a carbon TEM grid. (c) High-resolution TEM image, showing the characteristic hexagonal structure of basal-plane oriented GaS. (d) Selected-area electron diffraction pattern (zone axis, ZA: [0001]) of the flake.

Figure S3. Ribbon-like type (i) GaS nanowires grown with Au catalysts on SiO$_2$. (a) TEM image of a ribbon-like GaS nanowire synthesized by VLS growth with Au catalyst. Note the small Au-rich particle at the tip (upper right). Inset: Selected-area electron diffraction pattern (Zone axis, ZA: 0001). (b) HAADF-STEM image of the GaS nanowire shown in (a). (c) Magnified view of the area marked by a rectangle in (a). (d) High-resolution TEM image of the basal-plane GaS lattice structure.

Figure S4. Nanobeam diffraction along a tapered type (ii) GaS nanowire. (a) HAADF-STEM image obtained near the thinner end of the nanowire. (b) Nanobeam diffraction patterns obtained along the nanowire (line marked (i) in panel (a)). The series comprises every 5th diffraction pattern of a total of 50 patterns acquired along the line (i) shown in (a).
Figure S5. Nanobeam diffraction across a tapered type (ii) GaS nanowire. (a) HAADF-STEM image obtained near the thinner end of the nanowire. (b) Nanobeam diffraction patterns obtained across the nanowire (line marked (ii) in panel (a)). The series comprises every 3rd diffraction pattern of a total of 30 patterns acquired along the line (ii) shown in (a).

Figure S6. Estimation of the size evolution of the VLS catalyst during growth of tapered type (ii) GaS nanowires. (a) Partial Ag-Ga phase diagram, showing the composition-dependent liquidus line of the binary alloy. Note: Growth temperature in our experiments is 600°C. Arrow: Evolution of the Ga content from an initial catalyst with composition that corresponds to a melting temperature of 600°C. (b) SEM image of two type (ii) GaS nanowires, grown with Ag catalysts. Note the catalyst particles at their tips. (c) Analysis of the spherical-cap shape of the solid catalyst. (d) TEM image of a type (ii) GaS nanowire, showing the diameters at the root (186 nm) and tip (371 nm). Estimating the shape of the molten catalyst as equal to that after crystallization (as shown in (b)), the tapered nanowire shape implies a 24-fold increase of the catalyst volume between the early (volume $V_0$) and final stages (volume $24 \times V_0$) of growth.
Figure S7. STEM-CL mapping and hyperspectral linescan of a thicker hexagonal GaS nanowire. 
(a) HAADF-STEM image of a thicker GaS nanowire with hexagonal cross-section. The tip with the VLS catalyst was likely broken off during dry-transfer to the TEM grid. (b) Panchromatic STEM-CL map of the nanowire shown in (a). (c) STEM spectral linescan along the line marked “c” in panel (a). (d) STEM spectral linescan across the wire (line “d” in panel (a)).

Figure S8. Interference of photonic waveguide modes launched by local electron beam excited luminescence. (a) Schematic of a type (ii) GaS nanowire with quasi-periodic twinning of truncated triangular few-layer flakes. Dashed line: outline of the hexagonal nanowire core. Note that the typical distances to the core surface ($R \leq 170$ nm) are smaller than the absorption length ($\alpha^{-1}$) of GaS, whereas the distance to the end facets $L \gg \alpha^{-1}$, so that reflection of waveguide photons by the side facets yields interference while the modes traveling along the wire axis do not interfere, except near the ends of the wire. (b) Schematic of the electron beam excitation, primary luminescence, and back-reflection by specular side facets. (c) Geometries of waveguide mode reflection for two different incidence directions of the electron beam. (d) Comparison of simulated interference patterns (‘Sim A’, ‘Sim B’, vacuum wavelength $\lambda_0 = 550$ nm) for geometries A and B shown in (c) with the experimentally measured intensity distribution (‘M’).
Figure S9. Predicted polarization-dependent Raman intensity for $A_{1g}$ and $E_{1g}$ modes of GaS. Colored curves illustrate equations (3) and (4) in Supporting Note 2, respectively, which describe the experimental situation of polarized incident light but collection of all scattered light independent of polarization.

Figure S10. Twinning in planar GaS flakes. (a) Frequent twinning is observed in triangular and truncated triangular planar GaS flakes on the substrate surrounding fields of nanowires. (b) Schematic of the vertically stacked, twinned GaS flakes.
Figure S11. Differences in wetting of the Ag-rich VLS catalyst at the tips of type (i) and type (ii) GaS nanowires. (a) - (b) SEM image of a typical type (i) GaS nanowire. (c) Schematic illustration of the large contact angle ($\theta$) of the Ag-rich catalyst at the type (i) nanowire tip, indicating non-wetting of the exposed GaS layer edges by the large catalyst drop. (d) - (e) SEM image of a typical type (ii) GaS nanowire. (f) Schematic illustration of the reduced contact angle ($\theta$) of the Ag-rich catalyst at the type (ii) nanowire tip, indicating enhanced wetting of the GaS basal plane by the catalyst compared to type (i) nanowires.

Supporting Notes

Supporting Note 1: Volume and Composition Evolution of the Ag VLS catalyst

We used a geometrical analysis of tapered type (ii) wires to estimate the evolution of the Ag VLS catalyst during GaS nanowire growth. The spherical-cap shape of the catalyst is assumed constant during growth, and equal to the shape of the crystallized VLS tips observed by SEM (Figure 3 (a)). The corresponding catalyst drop volume is calculated as shown in Figure S6, for a base diameter of the spherical cap matching the local diameter of the tapered nanowire shown in Figure S6 (d). Using this procedure, we estimate that the volume of the VLS catalyst expands about 24-fold during the growth of the tapered type (ii) wire shown in Figure S6 (d).

This volume expansion can then be linked to a progressive increase in Ga content within the catalyst, assuming that the entire volume increase is due to retention of Ga in the drop (as described in the text). For this composition analysis, we assume that the initial composition is equal to that given by the Ag-Ga equilibrium phase diagram at the growth temperature $T_s = 600^\circ$C, i.e., about 30 at. % Ga (see Figure S6 (a)). The calculated volume increase then suggests a progressive increase in the Ga content to about 90 at. % Ga at the end of the growth of the nanowire shown in Figure S6 (d).
Supporting Note 2: Polarized Raman Spectroscopy

The analysis of the polarization-dependent Raman spectra follows the classification of the Raman-active modes of $\beta$-GaS by van der Ziel.\(^1\) For the Raman-active modes analyzed here, $E_{1g}^4$ and $A_{1g}^1$, the scattering tensor has the following non-vanishing components: $A_{1g}^1: zz$, $xx + yy$; and $E_{1g}^4: zx, yz$. Hence, the scattering tensors can be written as follows:

$$ R(A_{1g}^1) = \begin{pmatrix} a & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & a & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & b \end{pmatrix}, \quad R_1(E_{1g}^4) = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & a \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ a & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad R_2(E_{1g}^4) = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & b \\ 0 & b & 0 \end{pmatrix}. $$

For incident and scattered electric field (unit) vectors $\mathbf{e}_i$ and $\mathbf{e}_s$, respectively, the scattered intensity is calculated as:

$$ I = |\mathbf{e}_s^T \mathbf{R} \mathbf{e}_i|^2 $$

(1)

where the superscript $T$ denotes the transposition from a column vector to a row vector.\(^2\)

If, as in our experiments, no analyzer is placed in the path of the scattered light, this relation simplifies to:

$$ I = |\mathbf{Re}_i|^2 $$

(2)

In our measurements on type (ii) GaS nanowires, the incident electric field vector lies in the $(x, z)$ plane: $\mathbf{e}_i = \begin{pmatrix} \cos(\phi) \\ 0 \\ \sin(\phi) \end{pmatrix}$.

For the $A_{1g}^1$ mode:

$$ I = a^2 \cos^2(\phi) + b^2 \sin^2(\phi) $$

(3)

For the $E_{1g}^4$ mode:

$$ I = a^2 + \frac{b^2}{2}(1 - \cos(2\phi)) $$

(4)

Figure S9 illustrates the expected two-fold symmetry of polar plots of Raman intensity as a function of polarization angle $\phi$ (compare also Fig. 5 of the main text):

Supporting Note 3: Confined Photonic Waveguide Modes in GaS Nanowires

A comparison of the measured monochromatic CL maps for three vacuum wavelengths $\lambda_0$ (450, 550, and 650 nm, shown in Figure 7 (f)) with simulations of the expected interference fringe pattern according to the model developed in Ref.\(^3\) is used to establish interference of confined photonic waveguide modes as the origin of the observed intensity modulation in the experimental maps.

Waveguide modes are traveling photonic modes that propagate within the GaS nanowire (the ‘waveguide’), with wavelength that is related to the vacuum wavelength $\lambda_0$ via $\lambda_{wg} = \lambda_0 n^{-1}$, where $n$ denotes the (photon energy dependent) refractive index of GaS. We have shown previously that nanometer-scale locally excited luminescence in STEM-CL can launch such modes, which for photon energies in the transparency region can travel over significant distances in mesoscale structures. Specular surface facets, realized previously in mesoscale GeS prisms\(^3\) and here in type (ii) GaS nanowires, internally reflect the propagating modes so that they can coherently add and generate an interference pattern. Within this framework, constructive interference is expected whenever the excitation (i.e., the electron beam) is positioned at integer multiples of $\lambda_{wg}/2$ from the reflecting edge.

We have simulated the expected interference fringe pattern for the three vacuum wavelengths of our experimental monochromatic CL maps using the software package Mathematica. The excitation was placed at different distances from the (projected) edges of a type (ii) nanowire with the experimentally observed geometry (Figure 7 (a)). The overall intensity of the emitted light for each position of the exciting electron beam was computed by coherently adding the primary emission with beams internally reflected from the six sides of the hexagonal envelope.
of the nanowire \textit{(i.e., ignoring the corrugation of the protruding GaS flakes, see Figure S8 (b)}. The total intensity, with contributions from the entire thickness of the nanowire traversed by the electron beam, was then plotted for each wavelength as a false color density plot (Figure 7 (f)). We repeated this procedure for two orientations of the nanowire relative to the electron beam, namely ‘edge up’ (orientation A in Figure S8 (c)) and ‘corner up’ (orientation B in Figure S8 (c)). The observed fringe pattern fits closely with the experimentally observed intensity modulations at each wavelength if we assume the ‘edge up’ orientation (A) of the wire. The alternative ‘corner up’ orientation (B) produces a different fringe pattern that does not match the intensity distribution observed experimentally (Figure S8 (d)).
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